The I\O file system Read\Write operations are considered the most significant characteristics. Where, many researchers focus on their works on how to decrease the response time of I\O file system read\write operations. a traditional way where the files uploaded and downloaded serially. While the second one is uploaded\  downloaded files using Java thread in order to simulate parallelism technique. Java Netbeans 8.0.2 
I. INTRODUCTION
In any system there are many characteristics exist such as security, interoperability, scalability, performance, and others. The author of this paper focuses on the performance of Web Services in the processing phase. He parallelizes the processing time of client requests inside service implementation and in order to make the idea clear, he had use download\upload files across Web Services as a case study. Much existed related literature review is working on parallelization technology either on file or Web Services. But none of them works on Web Service parallelization of download\upload file methods in processing time phase. Also, the other reason that supports the paper is the wide spread of using Web Services in modern enterprises. This wide uses of Web Services come from its light performance and the characteristics it has such as reuse, self-contained, usability, portability … etc.
The Web Service consists of three parts: service provider, service consumer, and service broker. The service provider is responsible about providing services to the consumer by publishing them to the service broker. Across service broker, the consumers can access their needs of services by binding themselves to the service broker or can request it directly from the provider. While, the consumer is an application client that can consume published services by invoking them using web address. Web Service is the potential and most success of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) implementation. The basic atomic Web Service depends on is service. Service is a set of web methods or mini-services that have the ability to accept\answer consumer requests through interface. The interface hides implementation details from consumers where the processing data occurs. From implementation view, the interface contains the services definitions and the details of these services written in separate class.
However, the idea is to enhance the Web Service response time by improving Web Service processing time. In comparison with other technologies like RMI, Server\Client, Web Service by default has better time performance and implements parallel technology. But when the issue related to huge data processing such as file processing, rendering, and other, we need another way to enhance performance. Parallel technology can be used in many ways. One is by parallelizing service call, or by implementing Data Parallel Model, or by parallelizing processing phase … etc.
The paper organized as follows: in section 1 the introduction has been presented. The state of the arts introduced in section 2. Overview of Web Services parallelization represented in section 3. Case study and implementation introduced in sections 4 and 5 respectively. Analysis and conclusion presented in sections 5.1 and 6.
II. STATE OF THE ARTS
In [1] they present a new model for parallel usage of web services, where a Quick Sort Algorithm is used as a Web Service case study. They use multi-threaded technology with dataset parameters to apply Web Services parallelization. When parallel execution happens, a new thread is created and started for each web service. After that, each thread carries out the method called of the Web Service with a parameter list.
IV. CASE STUDY
The case study is about building a Web Service for uploading and downloading any file using Java Input\Output Stream. The basic idea is to construct four web methods, two for uploading & downloading file serially and two for uploading & downloading in parallelism.
The first two methods designed to be implemented immediately via Java Input\Output Stream. The other methods designed to be implemented also via Java Input\Output Stream but this time with multiple Java Threads in order to simulate parallelization. Multiple threads are used to write to the file when uploading methods is called on the server side. The same things happen when downloading method called.
Fig. 1: the Case Study at the Design Stage.
The figure above is clarifying the basic classes that have been needed in the case study in design stage. In client side there are two classes: one for client and its necessary functions and the second class for Time function. The mechanism of this application work with is: client calls the needs services by binding himself to the service interface. Client attach the name of the file if he want to download a file or attach the file name and the bytes too if he want to upload a file. At the service side when the client want to download a file the service should search for the file first then answer the client either with negative signal or with file client request. The service side has three basic components: Interface class, Interface Implementation class, and Service Publisher class. Engineering 8(3)  ISSN(E): 2277-128X, ISSN(P): 2277-6451, pp. 15-18 VI. ANALYSIS The implementation was executed on Sony Vio Laptop Intel (R) Core™ i5-3230M, CPU @ 2.60GHz, RAM (2.64 GB) usable, and 32-bits Operating System using Java Netbeans Web Services. Three test result graphs above have been captured where a different number of threads uses, the different number of requests and in different times. In figure 24a five threads have been used inside upload\download files service also the number of requests in an increases manner was applied. In 4b three threads were used and the request number was 1 up to 5. While in 4c four threads were used and the request number was from 1 to 5.
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The behavior of CPU was unstable as figures above show because of the multithreading mechanisms of the host operating system effect on the java programs performance. Also the implementation takes care with race condit ion by using synchronized method.
VII. CONCLUSION
Web Services are the most significant implementation of Service-Oriented Architecture SOA and widely used in modern enterprises especially in e-economic. Although web Services have good performance time but it needs more improving when issues related to big data processing. The author is focus in this paper on Service processing phase time. Where, improve processing time will improve response time and overall finally Web Service performance. However, the author use parallelization technique to enhance Web Service for upload\Download files performance time. The case study presented and implemented in Java Netbeans and in two ways Traditional (Serial) and in parallel. The captured results of the implementation show better time performance of parallel technique implementation than serial technique implementation.
In future work author wish implicit Message-Passing Interface MPI inside Web Services. This will make Web Services more effective and physically parallelized.
